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The Drosophila Embryonic Patterning Determinant
Torsolike Is a Component of the Eggshell

embryos; the empty VMs were left attached to the slide
and were fixed and then incubated with anti-Tsl antibod-
ies (see the Experimental Procedures). Tsl staining could
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1300 Morris Park Avenue capable of interacting with components of the perivitel-
line fluid. No signal was present on the VMs of embryosBronx, New York 10461
derived from females homozygous for tslPZRev32, a protein
null allele of tsl (see the Experimental Procedures); this
finding indicates that the staining is specific for Tsl pro-Summary
tein (Figures 1D and 1E). The binding of Tsl to the VM
is quite stable, as the polar staining pattern of VMs fromThe development of the head and tail regions of the
7- to 9-hr-old embryos (Figure 1C) was equivalent inDrosophila embryo is dependent upon the localized
intensity to that of 0- to 2-hr-old embryos stained inpolar activation of Torso (Tor), a receptor tyrosine ki-
parallel (Figure 1A).nase that is uniformly distributed in the membrane of

The distribution of Tsl on the VM of embryos mater-the developing embryo [1, 2]. Trunk (Trk), the proposed
nally mutant for tor or trk was identical to that observedligand for Tor, is secreted as an inactive precursor into
for wild-type embryos (Figures 2A and 2B), as would bethe perivitelline fluid that lies between the embryonic
expected given their proposed downstream functionsmembrane and the vitelline membrane (VM), the inner
as receptor and ligand, respectively. In addition to trklayer of the eggshell [3, 4]. The spatial regulation of Trk
and tsl, two other maternally expressed genes, femaleprocessing is thought to be mediated by the secreted
sterile(1)Nasrat [fs(1)N] and female sterile(1)pole holeproduct of the torsolike (tsl) gene, which is expressed
[fs(1)ph] [7–9], are required for the activation of the Torduring oogenesis by a specialized population of follicle
receptor. Although females homozygous for the hypo-cells present at the two ends of the oocyte [5, 6]. We
morphic alleles fs(1)ph1901 and fs(1)N211 produce embryosshow here that Tsl protein is specifically localized to
with the terminal class phenotype of head and tail de-the polar regions of the VM in laid eggs. We further
fects, females mutant for stronger alleles of these twodemonstrate that although Tsl can associate with non-
genes produce collapsed eggs, suggesting an addi-polar regions of the VM, the activity of polar-localized
tional role in VM formation. Consistent with this finding,Tsl is enhanced, suggesting the existence of another
it has recently been reported that stronger alleles ofspatially restricted factor acting in this pathway. The
fs(1)ph and fs(1)N disrupt cross-linking of the VM [10,incorporation of Tsl into the VM provides a mechanism
11], an important step in eggshell formation. Both fs(1)phfor the transfer of spatial information from the follicle
and fs(1)N encode large extracellular proteins that arecells to the developing embryo. To our knowledge, Tsl
expressed in the germline during oogenesis and coatrepresents the first example of an embryonic pat-
the oocyte surface [11]. The activities of fs(1)N andterning determinant that is a component of the egg-
fs(1)ph have been reported to be required for the accu-shell.
mulation and stabilization at the oocyte surface of an
epitope-tagged version of the Tsl protein expressed inResults and Discussion
its normal domain at the poles of the follicle [11]. When
we used anti-Tsl antibodies to stain the VMs of embryosAlthough it has been reported that Tsl protein is present
from mothers mutant for fs(1)ph1901 and fs(1)N211, Tsl wason the embryonic membrane [6], we were not able to
still detected in a polar cap, but the staining was lessreplicate this result. Instead, using affinity-purified anti-
intense and appeared to be distributed over a largerTsl antibodies, we detected strong staining of Tsl protein
region than in wild-type VMs (Figures 2C and 2D). Thus,at the anterior and posterior poles of the VM, the inner
in eggs from fs(1)ph1901 and fs(1)N211 mutant females, Tsllayer of the eggshell, of 0- to 2-hr-old embryos (Figures
protein is retained on the VM, but it appears to spread1A and 1B). These stainings were carried out by dechori-
from the poles and is not as highly concentrated at the

onating embryos and attaching them, still contained
ends as in wild-type eggs.

within their VMs, onto glass microscope slides. We then
Furriols et al. [12] have shown that tsl expressed in

used a needle to penetrate the VMs and release the
the germline can rescue the loss-of-function phenotype
of embryos derived from tsl mutant mothers and, at
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Figure 1. Tsl Protein Is Localized to the Poles of the VM

(A–E) (A, C and D) Bright-field and (B and E) DIC images of VMs stained with antibodies against Tsl. In this and all subsequent figures, images
are oriented with anterior structures to the left. Maternal genotypes are indicated. VMs of 0- to 2-hr eggs derived from (A and B) wild-type
mothers exhibit staining at the poles, while the VMs of eggs derived from (D and E) mothers homozygous mutant for tslPZRev32 lack staining.
(C) In wild-type embryos, high levels of localized Tsl are still detected at least 9 hr after egg deposition.

of fs(1)ph maternal mutants (Figures 2C and 3B), we 6]. However, because the ligand for Tor is diffusible, the
spatial parameters of Tor activation are determined bywere able to achieve uniformly high levels of Tsl protein

on the VMs of these embryos by using the Gal4/UAS the concentration and distribution of Tor protein in the
embryonic membrane relative to the amount of ligandsystem [13] to ectopically express tsl in the follicle cell

layer of mutant mothers (Figure 3F). In the progeny of processed at the poles [14, 15]. In the work described
below, we present evidence that even when tsl is ex-otherwise wild-type females, high levels of Tsl protein on

the VM (Figure 3D) produced a strong gain-of-function pressed ectopically, it is active only in the polar regions.
Thus, the tsl gain-of-function phenotype is likely thephenotype in the embryo, in which the head and tail

structures were present but the segmented thoracic and result of diffusion of excess ligand from the poles. In
these experiments, we expressed tsl at low levels in theabdominal regions of the embryo were disrupted (Figure

3C). In contrast, despite high levels of Tsl on their VMs, female germline; these low levels resulted in the uniform
distribution of Tsl protein in the VM of the embryonicthe embryos from fs(1)ph/fs(1)ph homozygous mutant

mothers ectopically expressing tsl exhibited a terminal progeny (Figure 4H). tsl mutant females carrying this
construct, termed CBBtsl, produced some embryos inloss-of-function phenotype (Figure 3E) indistinguishable

from that of embryos from fs(1)ph mutant mothers not which the terminal structures were completely restored
(Figure 4G). Despite the complete rescue of terminalmisexpressing tsl (Figure 3A). In these embryos, the

segmented region of the embryo is normal, but the head cuticular structures, many of these embryos did not
exhibit the segmentation defects associated with uni-is disrupted and structures posterior to abdominal seg-

ment 8 are deleted. Similar results were obtained for form Tor activation [16, 17]. These segmentation defects
are caused by ectopic expression of tailless (tll), thefs(1)N maternal mutants (data not shown). These results

indicate that the loss-of-function phenotype seen in em- terminal region gap gene [18], which at high levels can
interfere with the expression of central gap genes suchbryos from fs(1)ph1901 and fs(1)N211 mothers is not due

simply to decreased amounts of Tsl protein on the VM, as Krüppel (Kr) [19]. Consistent with the relatively normal
cuticular phenotypes of the embryonic progeny of tslbut rather reflects a specific requirement for Polehole

and Nasrat activities in order for Tsl to exert its function. mutant mothers carrying CBBtsl, tll expression in these
embryos was found to be restricted to the ends of theThe ability of ectopically expressed Tsl to produce an

embryonic phenotype similar to that of constitutively embryo (Figure 4I); this finding suggests that Tor recep-
tor activation was restricted to the polar regions.active Tor has been interpreted to mean that Tsl is capa-

ble of functioning ectopically, and that consequently, Spatial regulation of the expression of the gap genes,
the first zygotic patterning genes to be expressed duringthe restriction of tsl expression to the poles of the follicle

is critical for the production of a localized Tor ligand [5, embryogenesis, is determined by the activity of the three

Figure 2. Polar Localization of Tsl Is Dis-
rupted in Eggs from fs(1)ph and fs(1)N Mutant
Mothers

(A–D) Bright-field images of VMs stained with
antibodies against Tsl. Maternal genotypes
are shown. Polar localization of Tsl is not af-
fected by maternal mutations in (A) tor or (B)
trk. Maternal mutations in (C) fs(1)ph and (D)
fs(1)N result in a broader distribution of Tsl
protein over the poles at apparently reduced
concentrations relative to wild-type.
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Figure 3. fs(1)ph Is Required for Tsl Function, but Not Its Association with the VM

(A–F) Dark-field images of (A, C, and E) embryonic cuticles and bright-field images of (B, D, and F) VMs stained with antibodies against Tsl.
Maternal genotypes are shown. (A) An embryo derived from an fs(1)ph mutant mother lacks all structures posterior to abdominal segment 8,
and the head skeleton is reduced in size. The segmented thorax and abdomen are characterized by the presence of ventral denticle bands
(indicated by an asterisk). (B) Polar localization of Tsl to the VM is disrupted in fs(1)ph maternally mutant embryos. (C) An embryo derived
from an fs(1)ph/� heterozygous mother expressing ectopic tsl throughout the follicle cell layer exhibits a gain-of-function phenotype in which
the segmented region is deleted but terminally derived Filzkörper material (arrows) is present. (D) The concentration of Tsl on the VM of these
embryos is uniformly high. (E) An embryo from an fs(1)ph/fs(1)ph homozygous mutant mother ectopically expressing tsl exhibits the fs(1)ph
mutant phenotype, despite high levels of Tsl on the VM (F).

maternal pathways (anterior, posterior, and terminal) re- was responsible for the polar restriction of tll expression
that we observed in the progeny of tsl mutant femalesquired for the development of the anterior-posterior axis

of the embryo [20]. In addition to localized maternal expressing tsl from the germline. To address this ques-
tion, we crossed the CBBtsl insertion into females thatinput, interactions between the gap gene products

themselves lead to further refinement of their expression were mutant for all three anterior-posterior maternal
pathways. Embryos produced by mothers triply mutantdomains [21]. tll expression, for example, is specifically

repressed in the segmented region of the embryo by for bicoid (anterior), oskar (posterior), and tsl (terminal)
lack all anterior-posterior patterning [22, 23] (Figure 5A),central gap gene products such as Kr [22]. Thus, de-

pending on their relative levels of activity, Kr and Tll are express low levels of Kr uniformly along the anterior-
posterior axis [22, 23] (Figure 5E), and do not expressboth capable of suppressing one another’s expression.

This raised the possibility that centrally expressed Kr tll at all [23] (Figure 5C). In contrast, the embryos pro-

Figure 4. Germline-Expressed tsl Restores Polar tll Expression and Cuticular Structures in Embryos Maternally Mutant for tsl

(A–I) (A, D, and G) Cuticles of developed embryos, (B, E, and H) VMs stained for Tsl, and (C, F, and I) cellular blastoderm embryos hybridized
with a probe for tll. Maternal genotypes shown above. (A) Wild-type cuticle with normal head, segmented region, and tail. (B) Wild-type VM
displays two polar domains of Tsl. (C) In wild-type embryos, tll is expressed in a conspicuous cap at the posterior and a dorsal stripe at the
anterior. (D) Embryonic cuticle showing the tsl loss-of-function phenotype-reduced head skeleton and the absence of structures that normally
develop posterior to A7. (E) The VM of an egg derived from a tslPZRev32 mutant mother lacks Tsl staining, and there is no posterior tll expression
in the embryos (F). Residual anterior expression is due to positive input from the bicoid gene [35]. (G) An embryo from a tsl mutant mother
expressing tsl in the germline exhibits complete restoration of terminal cuticular structures. (H) Germline expression of tsl leads to uniform
distribution of Tsl protein on the VM, which restores polar tll expression (I).
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Figure 5. Germline-Expressed tsl Polarizes
Embryos Lacking Maternal Anterior-Posterior
Patterning Information

Maternal genotypes are shown above the
figure.
(A and B) Cuticle preparations of developed
embryos.
(C–F) Cellular blastoderm embryos hybrid-
ized with a probe for (C and D) tll or (E and
F) Kr. (A) In the cuticle of an embryo from a
bcd osk tsl mutant mother, ventral denticles
(indicated by an asterisk) are present all along
the anterior-posterior axis, which displays no
anterior-posterior polarity. No terminal cutic-
ular structures are present. (B) In the cuticle of
an embryo derived from a bcd osk tsl mutant
mother expressing tsl in the germline, Filzkör-
per material (arrows) differentiated at the
poles, and ventral denticles (indicated by an
asterisk) were restricted to the central region
of the embryo. (C) An embryo derived from a
bcd osk tsl mutant mother does not express
tll. (D) An embryo from a bcd osk tsl mother
expressing tsl in the germline exhibits tll ex-
pression in a large anterior cap and a smaller
domain at the posterior pole (arrow). The ex-
pression of Kr is complementary to that of tll.

Kr is uniformly expressed in the progeny of bcd osk tsl mutant mothers (E), and it is repressed at the anterior and posterior (arrow) poles of
embryos from bcd osk tsl mutant mothers expressing tsl in the germline (F). The apparent dorsal-ventral asymmetry in staining intensity seen
in (E) and (F) is due to shadows cast by the DIC optics used to visualize the staining.

duced by triply mutant females carrying CBBtsl did ex- leads to the asymmetric activation of a uniformly distrib-
uted receptor by a locally processed ligand that sharespress tll in distinct polar domains, either at the anterior

alone or at both poles (Figure 5D). Consistent with this structural elements with the Trk ligand [3, 25]. It is intri-
guing to note that, like fs(1)ph and fs(1)N, one of thepattern of tll expression, Kr expression was specifically

repressed in the corresponding polar domains (Figure genes required for dorsal-ventral development, nudel,
is required for the formation of the eggshell [26]. Thus,5F). Further, these embryos also differentiated Filz-

körper material, a posterior cuticular structure that re- our findings raise the possibility that spatial information
for dorsal-ventral patterning may also be stored in thequires terminal pathway activity, at one or both poles

(Figure 5B). Thus, although Tsl was distributed uniformly VM. However, none of the known genes in this pathway
share homology with Tsl, which carries structural fea-in their VMs, these embryos developed gap gene ex-

pression patterns and cuticular phenotypes consistent tures, such as a membrane-attack complex/perforin do-
main [27], that may promote membrane interactions.with polar activation of the Tor receptor. These findings

suggest that the activity of Tsl is enhanced at, and per- Although the VM is not a classic lipid membrane, it is
highly hydrophobic. Our data indicate that even in em-haps restricted to, the polar regions of the VM; this

finding implies that there is an as yet unidentified com- bryos maternally mutant for fs(1)ph1901 or fs(1)N211, Tsl
protein is still associated with the VM; this associationponent of the terminal class pathway that is restricted

to the poles and is required for the function of Tsl. demonstrates that Tsl has an affinity for the VM that is
independent of its interaction with Polehole and Nasrat.The expression of tsl by the somatic follicle cells, and

its role in patterning the embryo, can be thought of as An intriguing possibility is that Polehole and Nasrat are
required to stabilize secreted Tsl such that it becomesan inductive event between the soma and the germline.

However, the delay between the secretion of Tsl during incorporated into the VM in an active conformation.
The existence of another localized factor in this path-oogenesis and the activation of the Tor receptor during

embryogenesis necessitates stabilization of the local- way indicates that there are at least four levels of control
that ensure the polar restriction of tll expression duringized signal. We have shown that this is achieved by the

incorporation of Tsl into the eggshell. The localization embryonic development. First to act is the restriction of
tsl expression to a specific subpopulation of follicle cellsof Tsl on the inside of the VM allows it to be accessible

to components of the perivitelline fluid, such as the Trk present at the poles of the oocyte. Second is the stabili-
zation of secreted Tsl protein at the poles of the VM andprecursor, and the restriction of its activity to the poles

of the VM limits the spatial parameters of Tor activation. its incorporation into the eggshell in an active form. Third
is the facilitation of Tsl function through its proposedTo our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of an

embryonic patterning molecule associated with the egg- interaction with another localized factor. The final layer
of control is the exclusion of tll expression from nonpolarshell.

The development of the dorsal-ventral axis in Dro- regions through the inhibitory effects of centrally ex-
pressed gap genes. Although it has long been assumedsophila embryos also requires the transfer of patterning

information from the soma to the germline [24], which that the spatial restriction of tsl expression was the
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sion of tsl from this construct would be expected to generate lowuniquely localized element in the terminal pathway, we
levels of uniformly distributed tsl mRNA in the embryo; we confirmedpresent data here implying the existence of another fac-
this expectation through in situ hybridization (data not shown).tor that enhances the activity of Tsl specifically at the

poles. The function of Tsl itself is unknown, and there
In Situ Hybridizationare currently no candidate genes encoding proteins with
In situ hybridization to embryos was carried out as described [34],

the enzymatic activity to bring about the proposed pro- with the following modifications: 10% dimethylsulfoxide was added
cessing of the Trk precursor. It is likely, therefore, that to the paraformaldehyde fixative, and the incubation with anti-digox-
the identification of this factor will greatly enhance our igenin antibody was carried out overnight at 4�C at a concentration

of 1:5,000, followed by a 30–60 min incubation at room temperature.understanding of the mechanism by which the Tor ligand
Hybridization probes were prepared in a random priming reactionis formed.
by using full-length cDNAs as templates.
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